
 

FINDING THE MONEY STRATEGIES  
I want to remind everyone of the multiple opportunities that we possible miss when meeting with a 

client. I have always agreed that this industry is SIMPLE but HARD WORK. It is our job to find the 

money and I have ran across many resulting emails where we are leaving tremendous amount of 

money on the table.  

In times where the Market is rising and we work with a product a lot of you would consider 

COMPETITION to the Market investment mindset, it’s in these times we see what we are made of as 

sales PRO-fessionals.  
Whoever has success in these times it is because they go ABOVE and BEYOND the superficial 

Prequalification Interview and they find a way to move money. Please read as I express multiple 

simple ways to collect more assets.  

Keep it simple first ask what is the client is wanting to achieve with their MONEY. There are only 

three options INCOME, GROWTH, LEGACY  

Once you figure this out find out, if the current allocations are achieving this and decide can you help 

PUT THE CLIENT IN A BETTER SITUATION whether it’s a BETTER SITUATION on 5% of 

their total portfolio or 100%, your job is to better their financial situation. FIND A WAY!  

 

TAIL WINDS!!!!! 

1. TEAM WE ARE IN THE BEST TIME OF YEAR!!!! 

HOLIDAY SEASON – Where Naturally 90% of agents check out and leave open Opportunity 

2. MARKET IS DOWN FOR THE PAST FEW DAYS!! It’s a Sign of what’s to come 

3. RMDs need to be Moved by Dec 31st 

4. Market Gains and Losses Need to be Reviewed by Dec 31st  

5. ITS TIME TO MOVE MONEY!!!! 

 

1. RMD’S (Use an RMD Calculator)  
If you go through a Fact Finder and find out they are not using certain Qualified Money for 

Income, No Matter What it is Necessary to Pull RMD’s  

Knowing they have Qualified Funds What are they going to Do with their RMD’s If they 

don’t use them. Can we Strategize with a Flexible Premium Annuity to build a Safe Growth, 

Legacy Plan or give them Bonus and make them whole. 

Can we Strategize with an IUL to build Legacy or Future Tax Free Cash Value? 

2. REVIEWING INDIVIDUAL STOCKS or EQUITIES (NON-QUALIFIED MONEY) 
 Has the Client reviewed their INDIVIDUAL POSITIONS –Is there an individual fund that 

took a loss that can be reported to benefit their TAXs 

 It needs to be liquidated and Moved to an Annuity or SPIUL with Accumulation Bonus that 

can grow in a Tax Deferred vehicle and they can report their loss as a Deduction in their Tax 

Return. 

 MAKING THEM WHOLE AND SAVING THEM MONEY at the same TIME!!!! 

3.  PENALTY FREE WITHDRAWALS  
 

 

 Call the Carrier- Find out Anniversary Date, Account Value, Surrender Value and 
Surrender Charge schedule 

 Move 10% before the anniversary, Move 10% after the anniversary 
 



reviewed to see where they are allocated and what type of growth the index option has 
produced??? ASK YOURSELF CAN I BEAT their CURRENT SITUATION?  
 

SELL THEM A STRONG GROWTH PRODUCT with an UPFRONT BONUS  
 

ask them to make you AGENT ON FILE of the 
previous ANNUITIES so you can continue to service them and MOVE THEIR MONEY to 
BETTER SITUATIONS surrender free every year.  
 

NOW YOU CONTROL THE MONEY!!!!!!!  
4. PERIOD CERTAIN ANNUITIZATION  

 
 

ANNUITIZATION Options within the SURRENDER PERIOD. For example a client might 
feel they are being held hostage in a 10 to 15 or more year contract and they have had 
HORRIBLE experience with the index and are paying for a RIDER they don’t even need or 
understand.  
 

he CARRIER and ask, 
“What is the MINIMAL PERIOD CERTAIN ANNUITIZATION option?”, if any. There could 
be a high probability that they say on or after the 5th year of the contract client CAN 
ANNUITIZE THE ACCUMULATION VALUE surrender free for 10 years, or even 5 years. At 
this POINT you can activate this option and propose an IUL funded over 5 to 10 years if the 
goal is LEGACY or another FLEXIBLE DEPOSIT ANNUITY with better GROWTH 
OPTIONS.  
 

5. ADDITIONAL FIRST YEAR PREMIUM DEPOSITS  
ients ADD more PREMIUM within the FIRST YEAR of the 

contract on FLEXIBLE PREMIUM policies, they receive the same PREMIUM BONUS, the 
same ROLL UP benefit, and the prorated index? YOU AS an AGENT also receive the same 
Commission as the original Deposit. Have you called your clients who purchased in the past 
12 months and asked if they wish to deposit more money?  
 

-13% more premium every year, simply by 
reminding his clients they have that option on the 10th month of their contract.  
 

-13% Bonus check during the HOLIDAYS?? I do. Get to it team, the 
phone will not call itself.  
 

6. DELIVERY RECIEPT-  
EXIT OPTION  

 
E ANNUITY recently and was not aware of 

HIGH FEES, Call the CARRIER and ASK if a DELIVERY RECIEPT has been signed and 
SUBMITTED for the sale of the VARIABLE ANNUITY.  
 



 
RIGHT to FREE LOOK the policy!!!! Its OPEN GAME here.  
 

7. SIMPLIFIED ISSUE SINGLE PREMIUM IUL  
– 

Maybe the client already solved for INCOME but what about the BENEFIT OF Long TERM 
CARE???  



 
 

 
 

 
– SIMPLE 13 point questionnaire (97% approval rate)  

 
 

 

PTP  
 

Equitrust gives up to 12% premium bonus, talk about crushing a surrender Objection!!!  
 

8. INSURABLE INTEREST!!!!  

simple QUESTIONS on the SIMPLIFIED ISSUED IUL  
 

 you know they can still be the OWNER of the Policy and have another person 
INSURED!!!! As long as there is a VESTED interest or Existing RELATIONSHIP then they 
can insure someone else and still purchase the policy  
 

ives the Ownership of the Money upon death of the 
Owner, at that point they can choose to Move the money or keep it within the PRODUCT  
 

needs it through PENALTY FREE WITHDRAWALS or Loans against the policy. He also still 
has the ability to exercise the RETURN OF PREMIUM  
 

9. GOING UP AGAINST MARKET VEHICLES  

and does not wish to move to an ANNUITY” or “CLIENT SELF MANAGES his 
PORTFOLIO”  
 

they actually asked this question (I correct myself Rina did ask this , thank you Rina) but 
what if they say 3-4% Can we not show a product with past historic performance of 6-7% 
WITH NO FEES and NO RISK of DOWNSIDE in the market and give client LIQUIDITY!! 
The answer is YES ABSOLUTELY so don’t give up.  
 

COME, is 
it for LEGACY (CAN YOU GIVE THEM TAX FREE LEGACY???)  
 



Three viable strong bloodlines of clients:  
 

 

 

 

Team these are only a few ways to THINK OUTSIDE of THE BOX to COLLECT Premium, It is up 

to you to be Creative and add value to the clients life and portfolio. THE NAME OF THE GAME is 

SELL THE PROSPECT what they tell you THEY WANT TO PURCHASE!!!  

Our products give GROWTH, BONUS (FREE MONEY), GUARANTEED INCOME, TAX FREE 

DEATH BENEFIT, GROW TAX DEFERRED, PROTECT AGAINST CREDITORS and 

LAWSUITS (in most states Qualified Money), LONG TERM CARE BENEFITS TO Uninsurable 

prospects, LIQUIDITY, HIGH GROWTH OPTIONS IN MARKET BASED INDEXES,  

CONSIDERED one of TOP 3 SAFEST investments in the world FIAs, CDs, Treasury BILLs and 

OOOOHHH by the WAY WE DON’T CHARGE A SINGLE CENT FOR THESE 

PRODUCTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

“Definition of Luck is PREPERATION meets OPPORTUNITY!!” 


